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It takes the world to burn for me to realize, 
That I can't change this path that we're on
Allow me to disappoint you. I'm not the rock we always
depended on
Waves crash down and I finally understand this place
Everyone is a copy of another copy
Oh, the things you learn, 
When you wake up and realized that there's nothing
left

Grass withers and flowers fall, and I stand alone
through it all

Crash into the earth and burn, I feel so at home
The skies are open and I'm ready to land
I'm never going back no, it's not possible
The skies are open and I'm ready to land

I'll lay myself out; you'll throw it back at me
Take your words and choke on them, you've ruined
everything
Take your words, take them all

But I still want to shine as bright as I can
Even though this world is going to end
All the things I've ever loved have found it's way to
disappear
I'll get through, I have no choice
But I'll sabotage myself again

End transmission and please just walk away
Trust me I'm not worth it. Please just walk away
... and I stand alone

Take these words with a grain of salt
Tomorrow I'll forget everything
All the things that we've discussed
Tomorrow I'll forget everything
I've realized that I'm a bastard
And you won't let me forget
Take these words with a grain of salt
Tomorrow I'll forget everything
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Am I the plane crash, or just the aftermath?
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